
Custom, High-Power Capacitors for 
Demanding Applications  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a very exciting time to be in this Custom, High-Power capacitor market.  In the 30 years I’ve been participating, never have I seen the number of major manufacturers move, change names, or drop from supply base. Especially in recent years: ie: GA (global leader)– wavered a bit 7 year ago with there move from CA, open some doors, GE moved to Florida, Norfork name change, Illinois Capacitor, SBE Electronics, ICAR (?).  Exciting time.



About CDE’s Custom, High-Power 
Capacitor Division
Cornell Dubilier Electronics is a technology 
leader and manufacturer of high-quality 
capacitors.  
Our recent acquisitions position us as a global 
leader in the design and manufacture of high-
power film capacitors for medical, military, 
research and industrial applications.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read slide…So, adding to a typical commodity-oriented product (generally catalog items), we can now include a more customized solution (design specific). It is generally more difficult to get designed-in, but CDE’s astute technology, we can offer long term stability.



Dec. 2020
Purchased assets of NWL’s 
capacitor division

March 2019
Purchased assets of Aerovox, Inc

CD Snow Hill, LLC
Snow Hill, NC

CD Aero, LLC
New Bedford, MA

Recent Acquisitions
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The recent acquisitions include Aerovox and NWL.  Each have a long history of unique design approach and diverse manufacturing skill sets.  These combined capabilities make CDE a “power house” in the Custom High Power film capacitor arena. 
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About CDE’s Custom, High Power 
Capacitors Division

36%

27%

37%

Custom Film Business by Sector

Mil/Aero/Research Medical Commercial/Industrial

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looking at the business by sector including Military, Aerospace, Research, Medical, Industrial…We have a healthy distribution allowing for inevitable market fluctuations.   The customers in these markets require technical solutions where reliability is paramount.  This in turn creates stability and longevity of customers.     



Extensive High-Power Capacitor 
Design Capability

• Voltage: AC 100 to 25,000 Volts
DC 100 to 200,000 Volts

• Capacitance:  1 nF to 50,000 µF

• Current:  5000 Amps RMS,  250 kAmp peak

• Energy and Power:  350 kJ/unit,   12,000 KVAR

• Physical Size:  0.25 cubic inches ( ounces ) to 
10 cubic feet ( >500 lbs )
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some rating ranges…..read a few….When looking at the “range” of ratings offered it is difficult to zero in any one as a main theme or characteristic.  It is best to think about when compared to the “general purpose capacitor” that CDE now has the capability to make an offer outside the box.  ie: Rail Gun required a 350 kJ (total energy, enough to rupture the can if there was an internal fault discharge – we know…..it happened) and weights close to 500 lbs each.  Basically, any film capacitor opportunity in a large welded can or a large plastic case would be a candidate for the High Power Custom Film Division.
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Expansion of Capabilities Range: 
Capacitance Versus Voltage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This graph capture’s the expansion of capabilities.  ie: voltage and capacitance.  In general, we are speaking the package size.   For example:  CDE sells 2 dozen of a 947C DC Link cylindrical film cap.  As a custom option, CDA or CD-Snow Hill can put the 24,000 uF 1000 VDC in a single can.   If the RMS current value of 2000 AMPS RMS is required, we could water cool it.   As mentioned earlier, a 500 lb capacitor is a bit large.  Average “large” size is 150-250 lbs.  And…customer may still bank together 2 dozen of these, as in the rail gun application….



Major Markets and Applications
• Medical

• Lasers surgical tools
• Oncology radiotherapy
• X-ray, Electric Pulse Therapy
• External Defibrillators

• Military
• Electromagnetic Propulsion
• Radar Systems, Lasers
• Medium Voltage Drives

• Aerospace
• Magnetos,  EMI Filters 
• Radar Systems
• Inverters, Motors

• Induction Heating
• Forging, Melting, Hardening
• Automotive, Aerospace, Industrial
• Crystal Growing, Coating

• Research 
• Fusion, High Energy Physics
• EM Launchers, Welders, Pulsers
• Universities, Labs, Industrial, Private
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some of the major markets we serve.  They require product with the highest of performance criteria.  It must work.  And because of the ”size”, it can cause some grief if it didn’t work. That being said, you can see why the birth to market process is longer.  There are more checks and balances required to insure this reliability.  * Medical…..is growing with new power electronic technologies. * Military….. still looking to lead with the newest most powerful technical solution.  * Aerospace……more recently has taken some interest is taking power electronics into the airspace in new ways. ie: airborne inverter power supplies is hot topic.  * Induction Heating ……designers love to push the capacitor power envelopes far as they can.  It means saving money. * And of course, Research ……always trying to capture the next big invention.  



AC Resonant  

Custom Capabilities
 KVAR up to 15,000
 Vrms up to 8,500
 Irms up to 5,000
 Frequency up to 500 KHz
 Available in drawn or custom welded metal cases
 Water-cooled construction available
 Wide variety of terminations available
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Applications
Forging, Melting, Hardening
Automotive, Aerospace, Industrial
Crystal Growing, Coating

https://www.cde.com/custom-solutions/ac-resonant-and-harmonic-filter

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now some product detail.   Notice the “buzz” words.  (melting, KVAR, water cooled).   ie: a water cooled capacitor can reduce volume footprint by 400% by channeling heat into the water and manage removing from cabinet.   

https://www.cde.com/custom-solutions/ac-resonant-and-harmonic-filter


AC Harmonic Filtering

Custom Capabilities
 KVAR up to 500
 Vrms up to 8,500
 Irms up to 400 A
 Single-phase and 3-phase available
 Designed for high harmonic content (%)
 Available in extruded or custom welded metal cases
 Wide variety of terminations available
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Applications
AC harmonic input/output 
filtering for large inverter 
systems

https://www.cde.com/custom-solutions/ac-resonant-and-harmonic-filter

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Notice the “buzz” words.  (AC harmonic (noise), front side and back side of inverters,  > 50% harmonic content,).  This product is a good example where CDA will provide the low to medium voltage, typical Harmonic current applications.  Similar to standard pfc capacitors.  And CD-Snow Hill, would pick up when the harmonic RMS current exceeds 50-100% content.  In general, we will let the Cooper and GE and ABB have their utility grade power factor correction capacitors (13.8KV class), however, we will be at the ready to field requirements that demand the extra capabilities.    

https://www.cde.com/custom-solutions/ac-resonant-and-harmonic-filter


DC Link & Filtering

Custom Capabilities
 Capacitance: up to 50,000 uF
 Voltage (DC): up to 100,000 VDC
 Current (RMS): up to 3,500 amp
 Inductance (nH): As low as 25nH
 Energy Density: Up to 3 J/cc
 Metal cases or isolated plastic cases available
 Water-cooled construction available
 Wide variety of terminations available
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Applications
Inverters: industrial, military, 
traction and renewable energy

https://www.cde.com/custom-solutions/dc-link-dc-filtering

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DC Link.  Big buzz word.  Wide variety of product.  This is big with standard CDE product and now extends to supply units for the very large banks.  ie: 80 pcs of a 250 lbs welded alum case.  The “resin” filled versions allow for dry (no oil) product and can have very specific terminal customization.  ie: we can now help provide mounting for laminated bus, brackets for resistors, etc.

https://www.cde.com/custom-solutions/dc-link-dc-filtering


Pulse Discharge

Custom Capabilities
 Capacitance: up to 50,000 µF
 Voltage (DC): up to 450,000 VDC
 Current (Peak): up to 250,000 kA
 Inductance (nH): As low as 25nH
 Energy Density: Up to 3 J/cc
 Designs optimized for high or low rep discharge rates
 Metal cases or isolated plastic cases available
 Wide variety of terminations available
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Applications
Electromagnetic launchers, 
radiotherapy, defibrillator,  pulse 
forming networks, particle 
accelerators

https://www.cde.com/custom-solutions/high-energy-storage-pulse-discharge

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“buzz” words.  (Pulse Power, Joules of energy)  A product a bit separate from the rest.  Different world of how to manage energy.  Large welded cans with special feed through terminals.  250 kAmp capable.  That type of current would fry a ½” dia terminal.  Low profile allows for fast discharge of this energy.  Plastic case: this product allows a high voltage standoff with out bulky large fluted ceramic terminal.   Extremely advantageous when working with 1000KV voltages and needing to wire unit in series to get there.   

https://www.cde.com/custom-solutions/high-energy-storage-pulse-discharge


Custom Film Packaging
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Applications
DC Filtering, AC filtering, pulse, 
snubber, resonant

https://www.cde.com/nwl-capacitors/t-series/

Custom Capabilities
 Capacitance: up to 5,000 uF
 Voltage (DC): up to 30,000 Vdc
 Voltage (AC): up to 5,000 Vac
 Current (RMS): up to 3,500 amp
 Plastic Case, Molded Package, wrap & fill
 Variety of termination types
 Quick prototypes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some more on “customization”….. Applies to all product and all markets, to some degree…. It’s not on a catalog sheet, an engineer wants to modification a standard (like adding a bracket) for their specific application…..most of the time it is tailoring the package, and then we try and value ad to the capacitor. ie: fit into small spaces (T196), hang from rotating cancer treatment device (T288), notice the variety of terminations now available, ie: wires, threaded studs, threaded inserts, bus bar, etc……. If the “custom” capacitor happen to turn into large volume, it will evolve into a standard.  So, previously if you were not able to quote these “customizations”, now you can.

https://www.cde.com/nwl-capacitors/t-series/


Significant OEM Customers
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some significant OEM customers…A bit more upfront work….could take some time….could get frustrating with all the changes and modifications.  However, once the design is complete, it becomes locked down and set in place.  Both CDE and the customer have invested the resources into this collaborated solution, we both look forward to a repeating production scenario.       



• 12 engineers dedicated to the design of film capacitors. 
Average tenure, 20+ years industry experience

• Advanced capacitor modeling using COMSOL

• Maximum design flexibility, technical solution focused

• Advanced high voltage, high current testing capability
• Corona (Pd) Testing facilities: 120 KVdc, 50 Kvac
• 25 - 200 kwatt inverters with 60–450 kHz frequencies 

• Significant 200,000 square feet production capacity, 3 film 
capacitor factories with state-of the-art equipment

• US Company, Made in America

Advantages to working with CDE
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
12 engineer=Mechanical. Electrical, Chemical, Ceramic, a large technical pool of resources….., Advanced capacitor modeling=we are able to map the current flow behavior on resistance, or “heating” of designs pre-manufacturing….., Maximum design flexibility, technical solution focused=we understand some of the electronics going on around the capacitor and can help with our customer’s objectives, we will bring not just the price of a component, but a technical solution to his application requirements …... Advanced=we are able to apply the same power that the customer will use capacitor at and we will validate the design and know it works……Significant=…..US Company, Made in America.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cfXCve0T0rs&feature=youtu.be
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